
Year 6: Film and Media Knowledge Mat

Subject Specific Vocabulary Information Important knowledge

background 

noise 

A (secondary) sound that is there but 

your focus is not fully on it as you are 

focused on another (primary) sound. ❑ I know how to record 

sounds and add in sound 

effects over the top.

❑ I know how to produce a 

simple radio play with 

some special effects and 

simple edits.

❑ I know how to create a 

document that includes 

correct date information 

and facts about the 

computers.

❑ I can describe all of the 

features of a computer 

including RAM, ROM, hard 

drive and processor.

❑ I can explain the ways in 

which anyone can 

develop a positive online 

reputation and protect it.

❑ I can describe how to 

capture bullying content 

as evidence (e.g screen-

grab, URL, profile) to share 

with others who can help 

me, or report it.

byte
A byte is made up of 8 bits. One bit 

contains a single binary value -0 or 1.

CPU

Central Processing Units are the brains of 

a computer and deal with all of the data 

it receives from input and output 

devices, as well as programs ran within 

the computer.

operating 

system

The base software needed on a 

computer for it to manage basic 

commands, hardware and software and 

provide a user-friendly interface.

RAM
Random Access Memory. Information 

stored within ROM can only be read and 

not edited.

ROM
Read Only Memory. Information stored

within ROM can only be read and not 

edited.

sound effects

Sounds to enhance an event or bring 

fantasy aspects to life in a film or other 

media, for example, the whoosh of a 

time machine.

memory

Storage

A  portable, compact form of digital  

storage, used to transfer files from one 

device to another or keep safe.

trackpad
Allows the user to use their finger or multiple-
finger gestures to control the device via the 
screen

radio play Scripts and written text for broadcasting on-air.


